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Tiemac Technologies, Inc

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS GET IN
TIEMAC’S SOLUTIONS? 
* Increase operational efficiencies of up to
50% 
* Time and money savings 
* Operational end to end visibility 

TIEMAC’S COMPETITIVE EDGE

Tiemac has proven, through applied
academic research and customer feedback,
that its solution provides efficiencies of up to
50% in terms of increase vehicle utilization
and cost reduction. 

Why are Tiemac’s solutions better than its

competitors’? 

SOME OF TIEMAC’S CUSTOMERS
· Microsoft
· Government of Jamaica
· NBT Trucking

· DUNS : 069829342
NIC Codes: 5415 , 45416 , 85419 , 45182 , 5191 ,
4841 , 4851 , 4853 , 4854 , 4859 , 4885 , 4889 ,
4921 , 4922 
Certification: National Minority Development
Council

Tiemac Technologies, Inc (Tiemac) develops
and applies cutting-edge technologies to
solve transportation and operational logistic
challenges in ground transportation.

Tiemac Solutions applies artificial
intelligence, big data, machine learning,
mapping, GPS and cloud technologies to
increase operational profitability through
increased vehicle utilization, increased end to
end visibility, reduced vehicle miles travels
and cost inefficiencies.

Capability Statement

Tiemac CrewAccount IoT Telematics and Fleet
Management Solution is and End-to-End IoT,
Advanced Telematics and Fleet Management
Solution for the over the road commercial
trucking sector. www.tiemacinc.com 
 

Tiemac’s Services Offerings

ZYPPS is a Transport Network
Company (TNC) Marketplace 

The underlying technology serves all sectors of
the ride sharing, first and last mile dleivery and
the on demand bus transport services markets
with an optimized more efficient approach to
other providers. www.Zypps.com 

Tiemac Long Haul Transportation
and Logistics:

This is Tiemac’s Long Distance Load
Interchange (TLDLI) solution allowing cross
country deliveries to be done in up to 50% less
time. The technology matches loaded trucks
going in opposite directions over long
distances allowing load interchange half way
between pick up and drop off.
www.Tiemaccorporation.com

Key Differentiators

Tiemac has over 50 years experience in
providing unique technologies, platforms and
integrated solutions in the ground
transportation sector for improving
operational and logistic efficiencies in moving
people and or things from any point A to point
B over any distance. 
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